President Holds Common Hour to Discuss Pluralism

By Julia Serafini

News Editor

On Friday, September 28th, an estimated two hundred students, faculty and staff gathered to discuss the issue of pluralism at COC in a common hour forum. During the session, both President Fainstein and Dean of the College Cruz-Saco addressed and answered questions from those who attended.

The Presidential Commission on a Pluralistic Community was established last September. The commission was given the time-frame of seven months. President Fainstein, until that date a forum that featured member responses to make the college a more pluralistic institution. The report was released at this past August, and was subsequently addressed by President Fainstein and Dean of the College Cruz-Saco.

Dean Cruz-Saco is also the Chair of the Presidential Commission on a Pluralistic Community. "The road to making Connecticut College a more pluralistic community is not a simple one," stated Cruz-Saco. "Having a more racially diverse student body is not a reason to this end. There are many incentives why we are asking forum attendees to discuss pluralism and pluralism at the college in general, whether this be in dorm meetings, or just amongst friends. This is an extremely important time in the history of the college. Furthermore, the recommendations deal with the existing quality of education that students receive," noted Lee. "The importance of this forum is that it will result in future ways of thinking about how the students were addressed."

Although the forum may not have been the most productive one, Lee noted, "The forum is an attempt to begin a dialogue that happens again on paper." "The board of students that are support- ing the community and their service in high school, and want assistance during their involvement during college.

The most important thing to remember is that the college is not a perfect place. Students, both as well as other active Republicans on campus, were shocked and dismayed by the crimes. "It was almost too much to handle," said Chris Cocco. "I'm appalled and surprised considering the type of reaction. Also, nothing politically like this. Political beliefs are not "I'm insulted, not extremely angry orthreatened," stated Chris. "It makes me feel unwelcome; people should talk to me about what this means. This is not the kind of reaction that happens in this kind of environment." The attacks occurred con- secutively, on the night of September 4th and 5th, September 4th and September 5th. In the incidents, the names of Chris Devine and John Cocco were marred anonymously with remarks that expressed strong bias against Republicans. These inci- dients occurred two nights in a row." Nick Carpenter, the Executive Director of the College Republicans added, "I'm appalled and surprised consid- ering the events of last year. This is not the same scale as the mental events of last year, but it is none-the-less very concerning."

Both students and faculty were dis- tressed by the incidents, expressing concern that the name of the people killed were a surprise. "The College has protection in place for students who are attacked outside of campus, but there's no method of protection within the campus itself," said Chris. The college is currently working on improving the security of on-campus networks. Over the summer, a device called Campus Monitor, which allows students to block networks on individual computers, was deployed more efficiently. The system has been particularly helpful in combating the worm.

In further attempts to minimize the threat, an email message was sent to all incoming students warning them of the potential problem and emphasizing the importance of keeping Windows and anti-virus software up to date. Expect to see an increase in similar messages fill daily inboxes in the future and should also be reminded that campus-wide anti-virus software is Norton Antivirus, which can be downloaded from the Information Services help page on the Connecticut College website.

Bias Incident Directed at Republicans

By Julia Serafini

News Editor

Last week, two students were accused ofVGau- dium. The attacks occurred con- secutively, on the night of September 4th and September 5th. In the incidents, the names of Chris Devine and John Cocco were marred anonymously with remarks that expressed strong bias against Republicans. The crimes occurred in Larrabee and Bluffton respectively.

Both students, as well as other active Republicans on campus, were shocked and dismayed by the crimes. "It was almost too much to handle," said Chris Cocco. "I'm appalled and surprised considering the type of reaction. Also, nothing politically like this. Political beliefs are not "I'm insulted, not extremely angry orthreatened," stated Chris. "It makes me feel unwelcome; people should talk to me about what this means. This is not the kind of reaction that happens in this kind of environment." The attacks occurred con- secutively, on the night of September 4th and 5th, September 4th and September 5th. In the incidents, the names of Chris Devine and John Cocco were marred anonymously with remarks that expressed strong bias against Republicans. These inci- dients occurred two nights in a row." Nick Carpenter, the Executive Director of the College Republicans added, "I'm appalled and surprised consid- ering the events of last year. This is not the same scale as the mental events of last year, but it is none-the-less very concerning."

Both students and faculty were dis- tressed by the incidents, expressing concern that the name of the people killed were a surprise. "The College has protection in place for students who are attacked outside of campus, but there's no method of protection within the campus itself," said Chris. The college is currently working on improving the security of on-campus networks. Over the summer, a device called Campus Monitor, which allows students to block networks on individual computers, was deployed more efficiently. The system has been particularly helpful in combating the worm.

In further attempts to minimize the threat, an email message was sent to all incoming students warning them of the potential problem and emphasizing the importance of keeping Windows and anti-virus software up to date. Expect to see an increase in similar messages fill daily inboxes in the future and should also be reminded that campus-wide anti-virus software is Norton Antivirus, which can be downloaded from the Information Services help page on the Connecticut College website.
Bias of all kinds equally appalling

Last year's biased mediaaries exalted the college community and shamed the true of many individuals on this campus. In response to the defaced doors, vandalized posters and harassing graffiti on the student body rose up in anger against racism and hate. Many positive things came out of the movement, including a greater campus-wide public and frank dialog about prejudice.

The racist individuals were never apprehended in part because their crimes were anonymous. They were not alone in their attacks, but rather attacks against individuals because of their race, ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation to a particular group.

As in the most recent development of mindless delirium, the doors of two students' rooms were vandalized and their personal belongings stolen because of the students' views. They were both black students of the College Republicans and were attacked for their affiliations.

The attacks against them are clearly not as the blatant racial discrimination that occurred last year. But the ideology behind both attacks is the same.

In both cases individuals were attacked because they had affiliations to a particular group. In both cases the attackers attacked in the minority on campus. The attackers stereotyped, generalized and mislabeled their victims, It...
Do You Still Remember?

Rex Frema • YVONNE

Two years ago, in the days before Sep. 11, 2001, we were living in a different state of mind. A state of mind which placed us in a false sense of security. This false sense of security was built upon one thing; among other things, our great oceans, military might, and the aggressive response of the U.S. government. It was also due to the inaction by the US government, specifically in the years that immediately preceded 9/11, in which the increase in Islamic terrorism, chose to sit back and watch, allowing the terrorist regime to continue in spread of 어떻게 and action when faced by terrorist threats. On Sep. 11, 2001, this all changed. We had over 2000 reasons why it changed. We now felt the same way Israelis had felt for years before the coup... is Billy Idol and it's singing, "With a negative amount of effort to plan it, once more if I'd like to get laid be..." There is Billy Idol and it's singing, "With a negative amount of effort to plan it, once more if I'd like to get laid be..."

...and imagine... I saw that the Villain with a disfigurement A new... It is Billy Idol and it's singing, "With a negative amount of effort to plan it, once more if I'd like to get laid be..."

Rule No. 1- Nice off ten wonderful women glancing at this column will flip the page.

Men love women. Women love sports. Women and sports do not like each other. I don't know why. I can't come up with any past to make them watch, why not be embarrassed by your own creativity? If you have friends, find a white sports fan and tell them you want to watch your friend's hip hop concert. What else do you have to lose?
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Adultery, Intriegue to Conn

Love, decor, and murder are the topics that surfaced Octobers first play for the 2003-2004 theatre season. Othello, the classic tragedy of deception and distrust, is being presented by the New York City-based Aquila Theatre Company from September 20th to November 14th.

The story surrounds the relationship between Othello, a Moor and general in the Venetian army, and his wife Desdemona. The action and atmosphere of the play is amplified to make the new text seem like an ancient play. The audience is left with images of the play in mind, rather than the actual words.

The performances are from 8pm-10pm on Friday September 19th and on Saturday September 20th in the Residence for Ancient Studies at New York University. Aquila is one of only six companies that put on the role, traveling to over 200 countries and performing 200 performances per year.

Aquila Theatre Company will also stage performances of The Man Who Was King from September 12th to September 15th at T耶avoll Theatre in New York City.

The moral of the story? Have a little faith in the punk rock sub-genres. And that all jerks get eaten; good guys get eaten. From your own collection since the 90s, office choices are quite limiting presently. If you physics professor starts talking about Quarks and you think of a computer program, you should talk to the voice of the layout staff.

Aquila’s Othello brings Adultery, Intrigue to Conn

By Sam Javitson

More than two years ago I saw John Mayer in concert and was completely astounded by the man’s talent and vocal abilities. I have been a fan of Mayer ever since and have never been disappointed by his music. His latest release, “Room For Squares,” flows seamlessly and each song has an emotional depth that is rare in today’s music. Mayer is known for his simplicity and genuine talent, and has mastered the art of blending a harsh vocal with clever lyrics. Produced by John Alagia (of Dave Matthews Band and Ben Folds Five fame), “Room For Squares” is an excellent addition to Mayer’s growing discography.

The album is for fans of the style of music that Mayer has mastered. As Jaret Reddick, he is a master of the instant classic “Squares.” He represents a master of his craft, and his fans are more than happy to spread the word about this fantastic album. Mayer is a true original, and his music is sure to be enjoyed by fans of all ages.

The only thing that could make this album even better is if Mayer were to collaborate with some other musicians. His music is already so great on its own, but with some other artists involved, it could be even more fantastic. Mayer is a true talent, and his music is sure to be enjoyed by fans of all ages. It is definitely a must-listen album for anyone who enjoys high-quality music.

The album’s closer, “Wheel,” rounds out the trilogy. Mayer is able to put his emotions on display in a way that is both powerful and emotional. He is able to convey his message through his music, and his fans are sure to be moved by this final track.

The moral of the story? Have a little faith in the punk rock sub-genres. And that all jerks get eaten; good guys get eaten. From your own collection since the 90s, office choices are quite limiting presently. If you physics professor starts talking about Quarks and you think of a computer program, you should talk to the voice of the layout staff.
As a resident of the Rocky Mountain region, one of the major reasons that I choose to attend Connecticut College is to be close to the area's top cultural and educational resources. This fits perfectly with my major, which involves engaging with the arts, and I find the proximity to New York City to be extremely beneficial. During the winter season, there is a wide variety of cultural events to attend, such as opera, theater, and art exhibitions. These events provide opportunities for me to continue my education and further my understanding of the arts. Additionally, the proximity to New York City allows me to explore different neighborhoods, each with its own unique character and offerings. I can visit museums, attend concerts, and explore theater productions, all within a short commute. This accessibility enhances my educational experience and broadens my cultural horizons. Overall, the location of Connecticut College provides me with an ideal environment to pursue my academic and cultural interests.
Dorm Guide 2003

Sure, you live in a dorm on this campus...and sure, you walk by and perhaps even through other dorms on this campus...maybe you even sit down in a common room to watch TV or burn some popcorn once in awhile...but how much do you really know about the dorms on this campus? I mean really...? Fear not faithful Voice readers, 'cause have we got the feature for you! In the next six pages, learn all about the history and heritage of the buildings you live, work and play in. Meet the off-beat cast of characters we call Housefellows. And heed the mistakes wrought in years past that lead to over $10,000 in dorm damages. Relax and enjoy, welcome to...

Dorm Guide 2003

Emily Abbey House/River Ridge
Abbey est. 1936

Current Info
Population: 20 residents (3 sophomores, 2 juniors, 15 seniors)
River Ridge-40 residents (2 sophomores, 8 juniors, 30 seniors)

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $380
Functions Held: 9

Fun Facts
- A student fell from a River Ridge balcony in 2002, leading to disciplinary action and students being evicted.
- Abbey House is the dorm closest in proximity to the Athletic Center.
- Further away from Harris than any other dorm besides Freeman.
- Students who move into Abbey sophomore year tend to live there for the remainder of their time at Conn.
- River Ridge is responsible for more noise complaints from off-campus residents than any other dorm.
- Abbey is haunted by its namesake's ghost who plays "fun tricks" on the residents to amuse them.

Housefellow: Michelle Gorham

"An engaging co-op with open-minded and welcoming people."

Jane Addams House
est. 1936

Current Info
Population: 106 residents (including 44 freshmen)
Governor: Sarah Crooks '06

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1905
Functions Held: 4

Fun Facts
- Full cafeteria on the ground floor, but its closed on weekends.
- 4th floor is all female.
- Further away from Harris than any other dorm besides Freeman.
- Closest dorm to Admissions parking lot.
- In the late nineties, there was no wilder outdoor party spot on Conn's campus than JA's.
- Most likely to lose drunken residents to the sudden decline of the green during late nights walks home.
- Current home of the "Mario Kart Challenge!"

Housefellow: Maggie Gentz

"Don't hate us because the housing lottery didn't go your way."

360/Earth House/Unity House
Unity est. 1928

Current Info
Population: 23 residents
Governor: Matt Petran '05
Senator: David Strick '04

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $0
Functions Held: 0

Fun Facts
- 360 is an apartment that can only inhabited by a group of students who propose a common theme (example: previous Voice editors, who shall remain nameless, applied, unsuccessfully, under a vegetarian theme).
- Earth House is for eco-friendly students who want to live in a manner that conserves energy and helps the environment.
- Unity House is the dorm closest in proximity to the Athletic Center.
- Earth House is the only dorm with their own (irregular) column in the College Voice.
- All residents of Unity House are interns for campus Unity groups like SOUL, UMOJA, and La Unidad.
- 360 Mohrigan Ave. is 360's actual address.

Housefellow: Sharlene Jeanty

"What happens here stays here."

Dorm Damages: $0
Functions Held: 0
Blackstone House

Current Info
Population: 85 residents (only 3 seniors, the lowest number of any dorm on campus)
Governor: Ram Neupane '05

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $154
Functions Held: 18

Fun Facts
- Substance-free housing
- Bathrooms were newly redone this year
- Bathrooms were newly redone this year
- Housefellow: Laura Pollack

Housefellow: Laura Pollack

"Best location on campus, friendly environment and of course you never see people throw up! There is hope within one day! Also, check this one out-Blackstone has officially become THE PARTY dorm! Having quiet hours begin at 4am’s on the weekends, Blackstone’s right community decided to put the music down at 4am’s instead! (only JA and KB are in this league with us)."

Branford House

Current Info
Population: 92 residents (47 freshmen, 10 sophomores, 10 juniors & 15 seniors)
Governor: Jenny David '05
 Senator: Rachel Holt '05

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $2007
Functions Held: 7

Fun Facts
-Has an all-female floor
-Underground tunnel connects Branford to Plant and Blackstone
- Bathrooms were newly redone this year
- There is no dorm closer to the library
- Large windows above the door is prime banner hanging space for orientation, Camelympics and other events
- Worst dorm for residents with cars due to lack of proximity to any major parking lots
- Distinguishable from Plant in that it’s not on the corner
- Housefellow: Laura Pollack

"You think you know, but you have no idea.” I basically want to point out that Branford goes overlooked...no one really notices it, but this year we’re gonna change things.”

Burdick House

Current Info
Population: 57 residents (20 freshman, 12 sophomores, 8 juniors & 16 seniors)
Governor: Carrie Scabich '03
 Senator: Caitlin Greely '05

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: (see Smith)
Functions Held: (see Smith)

Fun Facts
- The Quiet Dorm
- Newly renovated bathrooms this year
- Closest proximity to Tansill Theater as well as the bridge over Route 32 leading to the Athletic Center
- Shares a cleaning staff (as well as most other things) with Smith
- Rumors that residents resent Smith for having a cafeteria mayor may not be true
- Has a dance studio in the basement where martial arts is also taught (of course half of the basement belongs to Smith...)
- Last year’s Eco-representatives put up signs saying “Conserve water, shower with a friend”

Housefellow: Carrie Foster

"B etter than Smith. U and your friends secretly want to live here. Real people, real smart, real quiet. D eats less, has a higher GPA."

Katharine Blunt House

Current Info
Population: 113 residents (including 56 freshmen, the largest number of any dorm on campus)
Governor: Lizzie Fox '05
 Senator: Kiern McPadden-Roem '04

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $2885
Functions Held: 19

Fun Facts
- Named after the third president of Conn
- Home of SGA President Rick Cropper as well as senior class President Alex Sandman and vice-president Nicolas Day Vokes
- Only non-pox dorm with handicap accessibility
- Home of the Bluntfest (for more info, contact the Housefellow)
- Home of the Coffee Grounds, a student-run coffee house that often hosts live music...if it ever opens
- Has a (broken) ping pong table in its bike room
- Housefellow has a questionable past

Housefellow: James Rogers

"I was trying to think of good Blunt-related slogans, but everything’s been used. Blunt “Set phasers to blunted” (I don’t really get it... but one of my residents suggested it). Other options include: “We live inside Katharine” or “Blunt, Enough said.” My creative genius hasn’t really blossomed in this case.”

Housefellow: Usman Khosa

"Best location on campus; friendly environment and of course you never see people throw up! There is hope within one day! Also, check this one out-Blackstone has officially become THE PARTY dorm! Having quiet hours begin at 4am’s on the weekends, Blackstone’s right community decided to put the music down at 4am’s instead! (only JA and KB are in this league with us)."
Harrison Freeman House  
est. 1937

Current Info
Population: 105 residents
Senator: Forty James '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1532
Functions Held: 24

Fun Facts
- Houses the majority of Conn's Ultimate Frisbee Team
- Claim to have the best Caseymatics players from Westham, Marshall & Branford's high-decorated 2002 teams
- Home to a large portion of the club ice hockey team
- Potentially the point of genesis for a Conn Hackey Sack team
- Home to several upperclassmen members of the club soccer team
- Along with JA, was the social hub of campus in the late nineties and 2000-2001
- Upper level and basement rooms are the most difficult on campus for Domino's delivery
- People to locate

Housefellow: Ryan "Woody" Woodward

"Everyone knows it, everyone loves, and everyone wants to
live there. Socially, Freeman is a very active dorm in which
people constantly have their doors open and mingle from
room to room. Much of this social activity stems from the
ever-present amount of dorm spirit. There is a good chance
that Freeman is the pre-season Caseymatics favorite. While
this may be true, the dorm has opted to take a quiet approach
unlike some of the other older, uglier and less respectful
dorms located in the back right corner of the plex. Freeman is
going to stand proud, let its actions speak louder than its
words, and once again prove that it is a great place where
mixes life and lounges rooms to party..."

Mary Harkness House  
est. 1924

Current Info
Senator: Thomas McEvoy '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $6465
Functions Held: 15

Fun Facts
- In addition to being consistently the most sexually-active dorm on campus, a national
study last year showed that Harkness is in fact the 3rd most sexually active college dorm in the
ever-present amount of dorm spirit. There is a good chance
that Harkness is the pre-season Caseymatics favorite. While
this may be true, the dorm has opted to take a quiet approach
unlike some of the other older, uglier and less respectful
dorms located in the back right corner of the plex. Freeman is
going to stand proud, let its actions speak louder than its
words, and once again prove that it is a great place where
mixes life and lounges rooms to party...

Old Dorm Damages: $2618 Functions Held: 0

Housefellow: Andrew Musoke

"Basically, Knowlton speaks the international language of
Love!!! As soon as you walk in, you are under the influence of
devoted passion, engaging the soul in intimate journeys which
in turn negotiates the physical with the spiritual and intellect-
ual, leaving you in absolute awe and lust of what it means to
love life."

Edith and Alice Hamilton House  
est. 1951

Current Info
Population: 95 residents (29 freshmen, 33 sophomores, 19 juniors & 14 seniors; there are
vacancies)
Governor: Jess Howton '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $2618 Functions Held: 0

Fun Facts
- The offices of Physical Plant are located in the basement (good luck finding them)
- Home to a large number of club soccer players
- Formerly the home of the Computer Help Desk in years gone by
- Has better access to parking for upperclassmen than Marshall
- The laundry rooms make better common rooms than the actual common room
- Has no outer entrance to call its own (it shares one with the annex to Lambdin)
- Known as "H-Town" in the past

Housefellow: Alex Larrimore

"After earning the "in most dire need of renovation" award
last year, when the entrance to the building was deemed
unnecessary and removed, Hamilton has come back strong
this year and surpassed Burdick and Smith, the local cock-
roach motel. Not only that, Hamilton has moved above our
campus arboretum's expansionary mold terrariums. Morrison,
Lambdin, Wright and Park to be the fifteenth most hospitable
dorm on campus this year!"

Mary Harkness House  
est. 1924

Current Info
Senator: Thomas McEvoy '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $6465
Functions Held: 15

Fun Facts
- In addition to being consistently the most sexually-active dorm on campus, a national
study last year showed that Harkness is in fact the 3rd most sexually active college dorm in the
ever-present amount of dorm spirit. There is a good chance
that Harkness is the pre-season Caseymatics favorite. While
this may be true, the dorm has opted to take a quiet approach
unlike some of the other older, uglier and less respectful
dorms located in the back right corner of the plex. Freeman is
going to stand proud, let its actions speak louder than its
words, and once again prove that it is a great place where
mixes life and lounges rooms to party...

Old Dorm Damages: $2618 Functions Held: 0

Housefellow: Andrew Musoke

"Basically, Knowlton speaks the international language of
Love!!! As soon as you walk in, you are under the influence of
devoted passion, engaging the soul in intimate journeys which
in turn negotiates the physical with the spiritual and intellect-
ual, leaving you in absolute awe and lust of what it means to
love life."

Knowlton House  
est. 1925

Current Info
Population: 48 residents (13 freshman, 16 sophomores, 6 juniors & 13 seniors)
Governor: Kaye Hashimoto '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $233 Functions Held: 1

Fun Facts
- The International House
- Was once used as a ballroom and later as a hotel for visiting family members and
boyfriends (when Conn was an all-female school)
- Residents are required to know at least one foreign language
- Biggest room (on average) on campus
- Dining hall where you have to speak the language of the culture assigned to each table
- Sponsors of those fancy "Knowlton on the Green" banquets held on...well...the green
- Founders of the Converse Open Mic sessions all live or have lived in Knowlton
- Most nose of all the housefellows

Housefellow: Andrew Musoke

"Basically, Knowlton speaks the international language of
Love!!! As soon as you walk in, you are under the influence of
devoted passion, engaging the soul in intimate journeys which
in turn negotiates the physical with the spiritual and intellect-
ual, leaving you in absolute awe and lust of what it means to
love life."
DORM GUIDE 2003

Allen B. Lambdin House

Current Info
Population: 72 residents (13 freshmen, 23 sophomores, 14 juniors & 22 seniors)
Governor: Jumane Fong '06
Senator: Raymond Millman '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $2644
Functions Held: 3

Fun Facts
- Home for the past two years to current J-Board Chair (and damn handsome man) Usman Shaikh
- Game Room (complete with pool table, ping pong table, foosball, poker and more) located between floors
- Strong crew team representation on both the men's and women's side, as well as a men's hockey team
- Extraordinarily powerful microwave on the 4th floor
- Home of Naked Trojans Arena (location: classified)
- Four person apartment suite located in the annex to Hamilton

Housefellow: Megan Dobyns

“Megan is far too important to make time to write quotes for silly newspapers, but as a Lambdin resident, I can say that she'd probably threaten all who dare to oppose our dorm, insisting that we would burn them with our eyes and then destroy the lives of them and their families. She would also wish them a nice day.” - College Voice Editor-In-Chief Ben Allen

S. Ralph Lazrus House/Warnshuis

Current Info
Population: 123 residents (the biggest population on campus; 38 freshmen, 23 seniors & 49 sophomores)
Governor: Seth Tinkham '04
Senator: Andy Ober '06
2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $974
Kegs Ordered: 12
Functions Held: 11

Fun Facts
- Best view of the Thames river of any dorm on campus
- Despite minor appearance, was never an insane asylum
- Named after the second President of Conn
- Rooms not facing the fishbowl get annihilated with light on sunny days
- Most power outages and floods last year
- Closest dorm to the gravel lot, providing residents with ample parking
- Bathroom in the basement offers the privacy most co-ed ones can’t provide
- Extravagantly powerful microwave on the 4th floor
- Extraordinarily powerful microwave on the 4th floor
- Home of Naked Trojans Arena (location: classified)
- Four person apartment suite located in the annex to Hamilton

Housefellow: Stephanie Morgan

“Lazrus aka Larrabiiize. Houses residents who enjoy long walks in mirrors, who don’t like to be blunt, and who know that size really does matter. Best features: A well-lit common room perfect for legs and perfectly situated for jobs to the AC or stains from home from Cut." - College Voice Editor-In-Chief Ben Allen

Benjamin T. Marshall House

Current Info
Population: 97 residents (30 freshmen, 40 sophomores, 14 juniors & 13 seniors)
Governor: Alex Werner '06
Senator: Chris Civali '05
2002-03 Stats
Kegs Ordered: 12

Fun Facts
- Named after the second President of Conn
- Closest dorm to an old; in fact, there are so many bars and pubs that the air is almost like being in a bar
- Best view of the Thames river of any dorm on campus
- Extraordinarily powerful microwave on the 4th floor
- Home of Naked Trojans Arena (location: classified)
- Four person apartment suite located in the annex to Hamilton

Housefellow: Megan Dobyns

“Benjamin T. Marshall House. Houses residents who enjoy long walks in mirrors, who don’t like to be blunt, and who know that size really does matter. Best features: A well-lit common room perfect for legs and perfectly situated for jobs to the AC or stains from home from Cut." - College Voice Editor-In-Chief Ben Allen
Mary Foulke Morrison House

Current Info
Population: 100 residents (13 freshmen, 45 sophomores, 20 juniors, 22 seniors)
Governor: Kristina Lewis '05
Senator: Emma Kagele '05

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1024
Functions Held: 22

Fun Facts
- Closest new plex dorm to Cro, but furthest away from North Lot
- A dump made its home in the basement for the first several weeks of this year
- Morrison was facing Harris was the residency of a giant Cody Roma promotional head last year
- In 2002, bullet holes in the entrance caught fire and the red construction paper burned a permanent shade of crimson into the wall behind.

Housefellow: Lizzie Pollock
"Morrisson is working hard to break away from the myth that new plex dorms are anti-social this year. As the best-located plex dorm and with a shipment of doorstops for all the rooms on its way, Morrisson has already been and will continue to be a fun and exciting place to live and spend time in for the entire year!"

Rosemary Park House

Current Info
Population: 90 residents (with 5 current vacancies; pleding for these openings will begin in September 12th)
Governor: Theo Soltes '04
Senator: Heidi Alvarez '05

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $5473
Functions Held: 18

Fun Facts
- Named after the fifth president of Conn
- Located perfectly halfway between North Lot and the gravel lot with access to parking on the side of the dorm for seniors as well
- Closest proximity to the shopper outside of Harris
- Will use "Park It Here" as their Carneymysics slogan nine times out of ten
- Most secluded dorm in the new plex, great for those seeking complete privacy (not to buy too many food to last four months)
- Only housefellow with an alliterative name

Housefellow: Craig Carreau
"Park, simple name therefore simply stated. The best. Ask the residents we got it all, minus the access holes which can be found outside of Park and close to Wright. We have more cutters through our dorm than any other, whether it is because you have to go through it to get to Marshall, Wright, and Harris, or you are just completely lost. You tend to travel through Park a lot. Do not be confused by our ugly side, it is actually another dorm called Marshall. As for the South campus they are close to academic buildings which is great, all we have is Marretts, Cro, Campus Bus, the Mainstreet, Cro Pit, and Fishbowl, you choose. Hope to see you in our neck of the woods and Park it here anytime!"

The College Voice sincerely apologizes to Craig Carreau, as his photograph did not develop correctly. We pledge to remedy this error by running multiple Craig pictures next week.

Grace Smith House

Current Info
Population: 68 residents
Governor: Grace Chang '04
Senator: Nick Iyengar '06

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1004
Functions Held: 22

Fun Facts
- The Gutchet Club owns the third floor
- 3rd and 4th floor are substance free
- Dining hall open for dinner Sunday through Thursday with exceptionally nice staff
- Front door phone to the frisbee golf hole
- According to the housefellow: "Burnell is so quiet and KB is way too loud, but I'd say that's perfect, right in the middle"
- Only dorm with $800 as a phone code at the entrance
- British people pronounce it "Spryly"
- Housefellow is also captain of the Ultimate Frisbee team

Housefellow: Chris Percy
"Ever seen that big boy window on central campus? Yeah, that's me. I'm not to great at reading my cell phone, people getting drunk in Cro on Thursdays and then those same people talking the walk of shame from Freeman to the hospital-laden new plex dorms. And if you've ever in the mood just too up to the third floor and you can play some games"

Plant House

Current Info
Population: 68 residents (41 freshmen, 13 sophomores, 4 juniors & 10 seniors)
Governor: Ali Cohn '06
Senator: Maria Fภายใน '06

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $992
Functions Held: 4

Fun Facts
- Along with Blackstone, one of the first dorms built at Conn
- Was quiet housing in 2001-2002
- Some rooms come complete with giant hallowed chosen upon more-in
- Common room looks like the living room of a groovin' deer hunter
- Closest proximity to Shain Library & Blustein Hall
- But lest you think Plant is only for hardcore academic types, it's also very close to the green
- Can be distinguished from Barnard as "the one on the end"
- Can be distinguished from Blackstone as "the one on the corner"

Housefellow: Emily Whitaker

"We're one big family! Our large freshmen population keeps the dorm young and lots of fun! Come visit, we've got a great location and one cozy, charming living room is the best hangout on campus!"
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Grace Smith House

Current Info
Population: 68 residents
Governor: Grace Chang '04
Senator: Nick Iyengar '06

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1004
Functions Held: 22

Fun Facts
- The Gutchet Club owns the third floor
- 3rd and 4th floor are substance free
- Dining hall open for dinner Sunday through Thursday with exceptionally nice staff
- Front door phone to the frisbee golf hole
- According to the housefellow: "Burnell is so quiet and KB is way too loud, but I'd say that's perfect, right in the middle"
- Only dorm with $800 as a phone code at the entrance
- British people pronounce it "Spryly"
- Housefellow is also captain of the Ultimate Frisbee team

Housefellow: Chris Percy
"Ever seen that big boy window on central campus? Yeah, that's me. I'm not to great at reading my cell phone, people getting drunk in Cro on Thursdays and then those same people talking the walk of shame from Freeman to the hospital-laden new plex dorms. And if you've ever in the mood just too up to the third floor and you can play some games"

Plant House

Current Info
Population: 68 residents (41 freshmen, 13 sophomores, 4 juniors & 10 seniors)
Governor: Ali Cohn '06
Senator: Maria Flatable '06

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $992
Functions Held: 4

Fun Facts
- Along with Blackstone, one of the first dorms built at Conn
- Was quiet housing in 2001-2002
- Some rooms come complete with giant hallowed chosen upon more-in
- Common room looks like the living room of a groovin' deer hunter
- Closest proximity to Shain Library & Blustein Hall
- But lest you think Plant is only for hardcore academic types, it's also very close to the green
- Can be distinguished from Barnard as "the one on the end"
- Can be distinguished from Blackstone as "the one on the corner"

Housefellow: Emily Whitaker

"We're one big family! Our large freshmen population keeps the dorm young and lots of fun! Come visit, we've got a great location and one cozy, charming living room is the best hangout on campus!"
Welcome to the World Gone Wright! Wright is typically the forgotten plex dorm. Park is a maze, Morrison’s got the great location, Lambdin’s got the game room, and Marshall and Hamilton...well they’re pretty unforgettable. However, this is the year we here in Wright will make our mark. We’ve got freshmen (albeit nine of them), hockey boys (albeit sophomore hockey boys), and the most impressive mold epidemic the college has ever seen!

"With the best location on campus, Windham is maintaining its reputation as being the most frequented common room on campus. We do kegs good! We have the nice weather of the south and the dignity of the north all rolled into one prize-winning dorm. So if you want to shack up just north of the border, we’re the dorm for you."

"Welcome to the World Gone Wright! Wright is typically the forgotten plex dorm. Park is a maze, Morrison’s got the great location, Lambdin’s got the game room, and Marshall and Hamilton...well they’re pretty unforgettable. However, this is the year we here in Wright will make our mark. We’ve got freshmen (albeit nine of them), hockey boys (albeit sophomore hockey boys), and the most impressive mold epidemic the college has ever seen!"

---

**Windham House**
est. 1933

*Current Info*
Population: 103 residents (26 freshmen)
Governor: Chris Hunsicker ’04

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $2368

Fun Facts
- 2002 Camelympics gold medalists
- Home of “the palace,” a large quad in the basement
- 6th floor is all-female
- Closest proximity to the chapel
- Quite possibly the cleanest dorm on campus
- Parking for building the dorm was supplied by residents of Windham county, Connecticut
- More parking tickets are given out to people who think they’re allowed to park in the circle outside the front of the dorm than to anybody else
- Gorgeous view of sunsets from the 4th floor
- There’s a secret second entrance to the housefellow suite...but we’re not saying where

*Housefellow:* Tim Walker

---

**Elizabeth C. Wright House**
est. 1961

*Current Info*
Population: 75 residents (9 freshmen, 28 sophomores, 16 juniors & 22 seniors)
Governor: Jaclyn Cocchiola ’04
Senator: Tom Carey ’04

2002-03 Stats
Dorm Damages: $1959

Fun Facts
- Large percentage of sophomore men’s hockey players live here
- Home of “the palace,” a large quad in the basement
- 4th floor is all-female
- Closest plex dorm to the gravel lot
- Quite possibly the cleanest dorm on campus
- The palace (located on the right side of the plex)
- Best place to blast music from the window to irritate aforementioned people entering Harris
- Slogan for Camelympics: “The most unimpressive slogan ever for the most impressive event ever”
- Finance for building the dorm was supplied by residents of Windham county, Connecticut
- Closest proximity to the chapel

*Housefellow:* Mandy Hildenbrand
New London Taste Festival Brings in Crowds

By SARA FRANEEL

The New London Taste Festival Brings in Crowds.

The SGA are a noble people...not at all like that jerk, Guile...

**Space for Rent** students can advertise in the Voice too!

**Call x2812**

**You have options!**

Everyone asking what your plans are after graduation?

Massachusetts School of Law graduates ACHIEVE!

Get the same edge that MSL graduates enjoy in almost every professional realm.

**Law**

**Business**

**Government**

**Education**

**Healthcare**

**Law Enforcement**

Interested? Check us out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSL</th>
<th>Massachusetts School of Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodland Park</td>
<td>500 Federal Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover, MA 01810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(978) 681-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.mslaw.edu">www.mslaw.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HARVARD** **YALE** **COLLIGSHA** **BROWN** **BARTMOUTH** **CORNELL** **FENN** **TUFFY** **STANFORD** **MIT** **Duke** **JOHNS HOPKINS** **GEOERTOWN** **BOSTON U** **ETC**

We maximize your chances of being accepted into your top-choice Law Schools, Medical Schools, Business Schools or Graduate Schools!

**BHA Education Consultants**

Admissions Advising Consultants

Initial Consultation @Student Evaluation @Strategic Action Plan Development @School Selection Strategies @Essay Review @Interview Preparation

Web: www.bhaeducation.com
Tel: (203) 929-9186 Fax: (203) 929-6562 E-Mail: info@bhaeducation.com

---

After the moment of silence held at 9:11 on Thursday, Conn students and faculty partook in a candle-light vigil. Participants walked from 9 to the mound at the top of the green. (Press)
Red Sox Fan Cowboys Up Pats Suck, Andy Roddick, More

The N.L. wild card race is unexpectedly close this year. The Marlins and Phillies are tied atop the race, while the Dodgers are just one back in the wildcard race. 

The Cubs, Astros, Cardinals, Diamondbacks, and Expos are all still players, too. With just under three weeks left to go, this is not the outcome many could have imagined. I pick in the Dodgers. Their pitching is by far the best, and they have the most hitting. I wasn’t too surprised to see one. They also have the most power. I would still say that the Dodgers are the favorite. 

The main story of the season is going to be the World Series in October. The Red Sox have appeared in only four World Series in 1918, 1946, 1967, and 1975. Each time, the series lasted to the seventh and deciding game. 

You know that no matter how good a franchise may be, this is the last chance to turn things around, some teams will find a way to overcome their heartbreak and constant failure. The Red Sox championship would probably be ten times bigger, and you would want to be part of it. You know that there are still some New Englanders for whom all their lives have hoped and prayed for the Red Sox to come through, only to die at the age of eighty without ever seeing it happen. You don’t want your family or your parents or your kids to go out there like that, to suffer the fate of no, no, no, no, no. 

Still, the toughest job you’ll ever love.

The Peace Corps has more than 4,000 new job opportunities, including teaching English in China, providing HIV/AIDS education in Guatemala, working with youth in Nepal, or advising small businesses in Guatemala or promoting environmental conservation in Micronesia.

Submit your application online by March 7th to be considered for an on-campus interview at Connecticut College!
Men's Soccer Falls in Home Opener

The Connecticut College Men's soccer team suffered a painful opening season loss on Wednesday against the Little Warriors of Wesleyan. Consistency was the key as the Camels came out ready to play before their fans on a beautiful, sunny Autumn day played on the field at Harkness Memorial State Park. The Connecticut College Invitational at 11:00 a.m.

Women's Soccer Opens Strong

The Connecticut College women's soccer squad opened their season on Sunday in an impressive manner, topping Amherst by the score of 3-0. The Camels scored in the first 15 minutes of the game, and continued on page 13.